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Executive Summary 

Purpose Since its inception, the Advanced Medium Range .4it.-to-Xir Missile 
(,.L\MRkw,j program has experienced r:c,st grow 1.1 and schedulr ciela~~s. 
The missile’s estimated acquisition costs ( both dei&)pment and p~wduc- 
tion) have increased, in 1984 constant dollars, from about $3.4 billion 
for 20.000 missiles to 68.2 billion for Zl.335 missiles. The scheduled ini- 
tial deployment date has slipped from 198G to 1989. 

In *June 1987, the Air Force rwxmm~er~ded rhc beginning of AMLAA~~ pro- 
duction. The Air Force program manager estimates that S7.123 billion 
(, 1984 dollars,i will be needed to procure S&.:3:35 mkiles for the _&it* 
Force and the K\;ai-y. 

Senator Charles Grassley and Representat1\re Denny Smith reques~etl 
that GAO review several aspects of the A~~K~UI program that relate to 
production readiness. Specifically, GAO was asked to assess the .UIRLW 
program’s 

l design stability, 
l test adequacy. and 
. cost estimate for l'i.i:)OO Air Force missiles. 

Background The AhfRLthl is being developed jointly by the Air Force and the Na\:y tn 
meet their medium range air-to-air missile requirements through the 
year 21105. The XMR~~M, which is to replace the Sparrow missile, is to he 
compatible with the s;eri.ic-es’ latest fighter aircraft-the F-14, F-15, 
F-16, and F:A-1X. 

Performance imprwements oi-er t.tir Spat~~w tire to includr higher rnis- 
sile speed. greater range, increased ~na~leu\~erabilitl~. and better resis- 
tance to electronic cowxermeasures. Also, an actl\re terminal seeker is t.0 
provide the pilot with the capability to simult.aneously engage sewral 
targets and then maneuver to avoid counterattack. 

In 1985, concern over rising costs ancl schedule delays led to a restruc- 
turing of the program. In 1986, the Secretary of Defense certified to the 
Congress that ! 1 11 AhIIbL~hl’S design was complete5 ! 2) the missile mwuki 

meet. original performance specifications. and I’:] ) l’i.01 Kr .4ir Force mis- 
siles could be procured for Xx2! billion in C~Jlls~mt 1984 dollars. Tk 
1987 Defense Authorization 4ct capped the missile prncwt-emrnt cost at 
$7.0 billion i constant 1981 dollars I for %d,rWil missiles but allows for 
increases due to (congressional funding actions. sw1-t as funding t*ecl~~c.- 

t.ions that result in kss efficient production rates. The 1987 Defense 
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Appropriations Act required a successful demonstration of -4~~‘s 
multiple-target engagement capability in an electronic countermeasure 

Y  

environment before low-rate production can begin. The Air Force con- 
sidered t.he second flight test of April 29, 1987, successful in meeting the 
congressional requirement. i 

Y 

Results in Brief As of July 1, 1987, the .WR~W had completed 35 of 90 planned guided 
flight tests of which 23 were considered fully successful. These tests 
demonstrated a number of ; \MRWI performance capabilities. However. 
at the time of the June 1987 m~h..uf low-rate production decision? there 
were a number of design, performance, and cost uncertainties. These 
uncertainties increase the risk that retrofit programs will be required to 
achieve t.he desired performance. At the time of the low-rate production / 
decision, the contractor had only delivered missiles designed to meet 
interim performance requirements. This design is likely to change 
because many of the more demanding development and operational tests Y  
are yet to be completed. In addition, design changes will be made to 
reduce costs to stay within the total cost certified by t.he Secretary of , 
Defense and capped by the Congress. 

At the time of the May 1989 full-rate production decision, more will be 
known about .m~+m design, performance, and cost. At that time devel- 
opment and initial operational tests are to have been completed. 

GAO’s Analysis 

Low-Rate Production of 
Interim  Design 

In order to prevent additional delays in fielding the .WW, the Air e 
Force plans to begin low-rate production with 180 interim design mis- I 
siles that do not have all the required electronic countermeasure capa- Y  
bilities. This interim design was undergoing engineering changes and 4 
software revisions at the time of the low-rate production decision. 

Design, integration, and testing of the hardware and software will con- 
tinue after low-rate production begins. The full-capability missile is to 
be available in t,he second year of low-rate production. 
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Execotive Summary- 

Testing of the Interim 
Design 

Recognizing that the June 1987 low-rate production decision would be 
made 13 months before development and testing were completed, the 
,4ir Force lowered some performance criteria. Air Force officials believe 
that the lower criteria reflected sufficient progress toward satisfying 
the full requirements. 

Tests to demonstrate the interim capabilities have been delayed because 
of missile problems and the unavailability of various test resources, 
such as delivery aircraft and targets. The t.est program is several 
months behind schedule, and most of the completed tests used earlier 
software designs. Air Force program officials believe t.hat tests after the 
decision will demonstrate the full performance of the interim design. 
However? tests conducted on June 5 and June 12, 1987, were not. fully 
successful. 

Continued Cost 
Uncertainties 

,UKMM procurement costs remain uncertain; however, the current pro- 
gram office estimate shows costs will exceed &he $5.2 billion estimate 
for Air Force missiles by $80 million and the $7.0 billiun combined pro- 
gram estimate by $123 million. The program office attributes the higher 
cost to fiscal year 1987 congressional funding reductions that lowered 
the number of missiles to be purchased during the early production 
years when savings from competition are expected to be the greatest. 

hlajor savings needed to achieve the cost estimate cannot. be validated at, 
this time. For example, the $7.0 billion estimate assumes that about $1.6 
billion (I983 dollars) included in earlier estimates can be saved by rede- 
signing certain components. Most of these redesigns, however, are not 
scheduled to be aliailable until the third and fourth production years. 

Lower Risk at the Time of At the time of the full-rate production decision, the Air Force plans to 
the F’ull-Rate Decision have complet.ed all development and initial operat.ional testing, including 

test.s of 15 full-capability development missiles. Additional operational 
t.ests using full-capability production missiles are to begin in January 
1990-about. 8 months after the full-rate decision. 

At the time of the full-rate decision, only a few of the design changes 
needed to achieve the $7.0 billion congressional funding cap will have 
been incorporated into production. Redesign projects, which account for 
4.3 percent of the $1 .G billion savings needed to achieve the cap, are not 
scheduled to be incorporat.ed unt.il the fourth production year-about 1 
year after the full-rate decision. 
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Executive Summary 

Recommendations This report provides GAO’S analysis of AMRAMI design, test, and cost sta- 
tus at the time of the low-rate and full-rate production decisions: it con- 
tains no recommendat.ions. 

Agency Comments The views of Air Force and Navy officials responsible for managing the 
AMRUM program were obtained during the course of the work and have 
been incorporated in the report where appropriate. GAO did not request 
formal agency comments on this report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRUM) is being deveI- 
oped jointly by the Air Force and the Navy to meet their medium range 
air-to-air missile requirements into the next century.’ The missile is to be 
compatible wit,h the services’ latest fight.er aircraft: the F-14, F-15, F-16, 
and F!A-18. The missile is to operate both within and beyond the air- 
craft pilot’s visual range. 

As a follow-on to the Sparrovv medium range air-to-air missile, AMRUM 
is intended to improve interceptor combat effectiveness. Performance 
improvements over the Sparrow are to include higher speed, greater 
range, increased maneuverability, better resistance to electronic coun- 
termeasures, and an active terminal seeker. The active seeker and track- 
while-scan radar aboard the launch aircraft will provide the capability 
to simultaneously track multiple targets, launch multiple missiles, and 
maneuver to avoid counterattack. The missile is also intended to be 
more reliable and maintainable than the Sparrow. 

The AIUELUI development program includes the missile, rail launchers, 
aircraft interfaces, support equipment, and aircraft modifications for 
AMILUM testing. It does not include modifications to operational aircraft 
and eject launchers that are to be developed and funded by the appro- 
priate aircraft program offices. 

The missile is in full-scale development under contract with Hughes Air- 
craft Company. Raytheon Company is also under contract to monitor 
the Hughes design effort and to produce 15 missiles. These efforts are 
intended to qualify Raytheon as a second-source producer. In June 1987, 
the Air Force recommended beginning low-rate production of 180 
AMRAAMS in the first year. A decision for the second year’s Iour-rate pro- 
duction of 630 missiles is scheduled for May 1988. A decision to enter 
int.o full-rate production the third year is scheduled for May 1989. Dur- 
ing full-rate production, 1,800 missiles are scheduled for the first. year, 
2,900 for the second year, 3.000 each year for the follouring 5 years, and 
3,810 in t.he eighth year. The 4ir Force plans to produce the AMRAM for 
10 years-2 years of low-rate product.ion and 8 years of full-rate 
production. 

lThe Air Force is the lead prow-kg senwe. The primary office responsible for managing develop 
menc and productlon is the domt System Program Office located at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. 
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Chapler 1 
Introduction 

Program History In a previous review of .~MM cost growth and schedule delays (G.40,i 
NSL~D-W-$s), we reported that overly optimistic cost and schedule esti- 
mates had adversely affected the WI program. For example, the 
ambitious development schedule resulted in a greater use of older, 
larger, and more costly electronic circuitry technology. Because of cost 
increases and schedule slippages, the development and low-rate produc- 
tion phases have been restructured, and the Congress has imposed spe- 
cific mandates. 

Key Milestones and Event.s The ~IRMI development program began in October 1975 when the 
Llnder !%cret.ary of Defense for Research and Engineering established an 
Air Force and Navy tactical working group to study requirements for 
air-to-air weapons for 1985 and beyond. In November 1978, the Secre- 
tary of Defense approved transition to the validation phase (milestone 
I). In Februav 1979 two contractors-Hughes and Raytheon-began a 
33-month validation phase competition to determine the primary design 
contractor for full-scale development. In December 1981, Hughes was 
awarded a 54-month full-scale development contract with priced options 
for the first two product.ion lots. In September 1982, the Secretary of 
Defense approved continued engineering development (milestone II). 

The .W!RL~~I program has experienced schedule slippages and cost 
increases since the program was first approved. The system’s contractor 
was not able to complete development on schedule, and the estimated 
development and production cost increased from $3.4 billion for 20,000 
missiles to $8.2 billion for 24,335 missiles, in 1984 dollars. 

Restruct,uring of the 
Program 

In January 1985. the Secretar?; of Defense, expressing concern over the 
program’s schedule delays and escalating costs! ordered a complete pro- 
gram review to determine if and how program costs could be reduced. 
This review resulted in a restructuring of the .WM program and a 
producibility enhancement program to reduce production costs by rede- 
signing several missile components. The program’s full-scale develop- 
ment phase was exzended from 54 to 79 months, and the initial 
operational capability date was advanced from 1986 to 1989. The 
restructured program included $1.2 billion for development and $7.0 bil- 
lion for procurement. 
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Congressional 
Requirements 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 
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Chapter 1 
Iutroduction 

The Defense Aut.horization Act for fixal year 1986 required the Secre- 
t.ary of Defense to certify. by March 1, 1986, that t.he .UIRMM program 
would meet certain cost and performance requirements or the program 
would be terminated. Specifically, the Secretary \\‘a~ co certify that ( 1 J 
the AMFAAM design was complete. I’? I ss’steni performance had not been 
degraded from the original development spec*ification. (:3:) the maximum 
practical number of cost reduction design changes would be incorpo- 
rated into the flight test. program and qualified before production, (4) a 
fixed price contract not to exceed $55ti,58@.48lI1 had been entered into 
with the development contractor for research. development, test, and 
evaluation. (5) total production cost. for a minimum of 17,OilO misslIes 
(the Air Force share) would nor exceed $5.2 billion in fiscal year I983 
dollars, and (6) the missiles procured would perform in accordance with 
the development specification. On February 28, l!%C. the Secretary of 
Defense certified to t.hese items. 

The fiscal year 1987 Defense Authorization Act established a procure- 
ment cost ceiling at $i.O billion ! 1984 dollars) for 24.(iOO Air Force and 
Navy missiles. The act allows for upward adjustments to the ceiling 
resulting from congressional funding actions, such as funding reductions 
that result in a less efficient production rate and higher total program 
cost. The 1987 Defense Appropriations Act rrquired that the missile 
successfully complete a multiple target engagement I,two missiles 
against two targets) in an electronic countermrasure environment before 
funds for low-rate production are spent. l’t1l.s spending restriction did 
not apply to long-lead procurement. 

Senator Charles Grassley and Representalive Denny Smith asked us t.o 
review .%MRUhl’s development status at the time of the low-rate and full- 
rat.e production decisions and assess tvhether 

the design was complete and stable, including changes needed to reduce 
costs: 
required performance had been demonstrated and enough realistic test- 
ing had been done to identify any operational deficiencies; and 
the $5.2 billion procurement cost ceiling for 17.W!) .qir Force missiles 
certified by the Secretary of Defense wo111d bts met. 

We focused our assessnwnt on the ,June 1987 low-rate production deci- 
sion because the full-rate production decision is not scheduled until May 
1989. FVe did, however, assess .ahIKk&hl’s projeotccl status at the time of 
the full-ra.te production decision. 

, 
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Chapter 1 
Introductiou 

k!‘e used our prior work on AMRUM and obtained information from 
records and officials primarily within the MIFLL~~I Joint System Program 
Office located at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. We also visited or con- 
t.a.cted the following organizations to discuss AMR~AM'S status and pro- 

duct.ion issues. 

Department of Defense: 

. Office of t,he Secretary of Defense, Directorate of Program Analysis and 
Evalllation 

l Directot-ate of C)pcirat.innal Test and ELraluation 
n Office of the I lnder Sec,retary of Defense for Research and Engineering 

Department of the Air Force: 

. Systems Command. Armament Division and Laboratory 

. Tactical Air (knmand. Tactical Air Iq:ar-fare Center 
9 Operatiunal Test and Ewluation Center 

9 Pacific Riissile Test Center 

Contractors: 

. Hughes Aircraft Cornpan) 
9 Institutr for Defense Analysis 
. The AnaIyt.ical Sciencw Corporation 

Tu assess design stahilit),. we reviewed pertinent regulations and the 
rtw~lts of key acti\-it.& Intended to det.ermine design progress. These 
Included design reviews. production readiness reviews, component qual- 
ification tests, engineering change proposals, and the schedule for the 
functional configuration audit. 

In the test area, we reviewed test plans and correlated the individual 
tests with the critical performance issues that were to be addressed. We 
examined the results of captive flight tests, various ground tests, and 
li\:e air-to-air missile firings. [Ve witnessed a guided flight test and dis- 
cussed test, results with Air Force, Navy. and Office of the Secretary of 
Defense officials responsible for conducting and monitoring the tests. 
U’e also compared initial test plans to the tests that were actually com- 
pleted at tht! time of the low-rat.e producxion dec.ision. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

To evaluate estimated costs, we reviewed the latest approved cost esti- , 
mate as of June 1,1987, an independent cost analysis, and the December 1 

1 
1986 selected acquisition report. We also reviewed key events that have : 
changed or may change the assumptions supporting the cost estimate / 
and discussed the status of selected cost reduction efforts with responsi- / 
ble Air Force and contractor officials. / 

The views of Air Force and Navy officials were obtained and incorpo- 
rated, Rhere appropriate. As requested, we did not obtain formal 
agency comments on this report. 

Our review was made from August 1986 to July 1987 in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards. , 
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Chapter 2 
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Unstable Design Increases Production Risk 

To meet its plalmed 1989 deployment schedule, the Air Force plans to 
begin AMFNAM production with an interim design that will not. meet the 
full-performance requirements. At the time of the June 1987 low-rate 
production decision, the interim design was not. stable or fully tested. 
The Air Force assessed various areas of production risk and found the 
design risk to be significant.. The functional configuration audit.’ which 
wcas originally scheduled to begin about 5 months before the low-rate 
production decision, is now scheduled to begin in October 1987, about 4 
mont.hs after the decision. 

4 stable design provides confidence that development problems have 
been overcome and that a system will meet defied technical and opera- 
Gonal performance requirements. Beginning production before the 
design has stabilized increases the risk that production schedules will be 
disrupted? the system will not perform satisfactorily, and retrofit pro- 
grams will be required. 

The Air Force plans to complete the full-performance design prior to : 
making its full-rate production decision. However, additional design Y 
changes under the producibility enhancement program are planned after ! 
that decision. 

Low-Rate Production At the t.ime of the June 1987 low-rate production decision. design and i 

With an Interim 
development. of a full-capabilit,g missile had not been completed. Addi- t 
tional hardware and software were needed to meet the full-performance ! 

Design rcquiremenl.s. 

The AMR~AM software development effort is divided into five separate 
, 

incremental builds. Each stage is referred to by it.s software version: 
i 

tape 1. 2,3,3A. or 4. As of QJune 1, 1987, the fir Force was testing the J 
interim 3A missile and continuing to develop the full-capability tape 4 1 
design. The contractor plans to deliver the first tape 4 missile in October 1 
1987. 

The primary difference between the tape 3A and tape 4 missiles is that 
t.he tape 4 missile is able to perform effectively in certain electronic 
countermeasure environment.s. An enemy would use electronic counter- 
measures to try to confuse AMRAM and prevent, it from successfully 

“The purpow of :i fwwl ~cmal ~w@qratlon audit is LO vahdate thar development has been sat&fact* 4 
nly rompletr4 arld that tests habe demonstrated reqklred prformanc? 
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Chapter 2 
Unstable Design Increases Production Risk 

engaging target aircraft. .~IWWJV~ has electronic counter-count.ermea- 
sures designed to recognize and overcome various electronic techniques. 

When the Air Force restructured the AMRGM program in 1985. it recog- 
nized that the contractor would not be able to complete the tape 4 design 
in time for low-rate production. The Air Force decided, therefore, to 
begin low-rate production and initially field the interim tape 3.4 design. 

Additional hardware and softivare are needed to upgrade the tape 3A 
design to the tape 4 design. In the hardware area, special det.ector cir- 
cuitry is being developed to enable the missile to detect and reac:t. to 
additional countermeasure techniques. AlsoY addit.ional softjvare is 
needed to correctly process the countermeasure information and 
respond appropriately. 

Interim Design Is 
Changing 

The interim design selected for low-rate production is undergoing 
changes, and more changes will likely be identified as tests continue. 
Contractor plans for delivering the tape 3-4 software proved optimistic 
and! since delivery. several revisions have been necessary to correct 
softffare problems. Hardware changes are also being made because the 
missile did not pass vibration and other environmental tests intended to 
show that it can withstand an operational environment. The number of 
changes to the engineering drawings has been greatly reduced, but COII- 
tinuing changes may cause the missiles delivered by the two contractors 
to differ. Redesigns to enhance producibility are continuing to be devel- 
oped as planned. 

Software Changes Several revisions have been made to the low-rate production software, 
but the full extent of the required changes will not be known until addi- 
tional tests are completed. The tape $4 software underwent five revi- 
sions before it was first used in flight tests and is continuing to be 
revised. Table 2.1 shows the date of each flight test and the software 
revision tested. 

Y 
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Unstable Design increases Production Risk , 

Table 2.1: Tape 3A Software Revisions 
Flight test Date Revision j ~-- 
1” Feb. 20 1987 5 ; -~__ 
2 Mar 3. 1987 4 ~- ___~ 3 Mar. 31, 1987 s I 

4 Apr. 9, 1987 8 ’ _-~-- 
____I 5 Apr 27. 1987 9 I 

P Apr 29, 1987 10 
7j- 

__~I___ ~- 
May 1, 1987 ‘1 ; 

aTv~~ missiles were fired jwng these tesls. / 

As of May 1. 1987, the contractor was developing revision 12 to correct 
problems identified during a recent test. For example, software revisions 
were identified to improve the missile’s ability to perform in an elec- 
tronic countermeasure environment. Officials responsible for managing 
.UIR~~M’S software development could not predict when the final revi- 

1 

sion will be made. They told us that development tests are intended to 1 
identify needed correct ions and that these tests are scheduled to con- 1 
tinue until July 1988. 1 

1 

Hardware Changes During development. military systems are subjected to a variety of tests 
to ensure that t,hey can withstand vibration, shock, dampness, tempera- 
ture e?l$remes, and other environmental elements to which they will be 
exposed. These t.ests are referred to as environmental qualification tests. 

.UIRLW qualification tests revealed several problems that could cause 
the missile to malfunction. Corrosion formed in various areas, the guid- 
ante section did not. seal properly, and cracks formed in the target detec- 
tion device. Also, the Safe-Arm-Fuze, which ensures that the warhead 
fires at the proper time? did not pass these tests. 

As of May 1987, design changes and analyses were under way to correct 
t.hese problems; however, retests were not scheduled to be completed 
until September 1987-3 months aft.er the low-rate production decision. 

Engineering Changes The AMRUM is a complex system requiring more than 1,500 drawings to 
define it. 4s changes to t.he drawings are made, Hughes notifies the Air 
Force and Raytheon. Once development is complete and the functional 
configuration audit. is performed. the government will take control of 
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Chapter 2 
Unmable Design Luereanes Production Risk 

the design. This is not scheduled until October 1987 for tape 3A and 
April 1988 for tape 3. 

The number of engineering changes decreased from a high of 380 a 
month in August 1986 to 65 a month in April 1987. Air Force program 
officials told us that continuing changes could cause the missiles pro- 
duced by the two contractors to differ. This is because Raytheon, the 
second-source contractor, in order to begin manufacturing, will have to 
stop accepting changes earlier than Hughes. 

Producibility 
Enhancement Changes 

At the time of the low-rate production decision, the contractor was rede- 
signing many of the missile’s components. None of the redesigns 
intended to reduce cost is scheduled to be completed before production 
begins. 

When the Air Force restructured the AMRUM program in 1985, a number 
of design changes were identified to make the missile more affordable. 
The AMRAAM producibility enhancement program is intended to reduce 
missile procurement cost by making design changes to high-cost assem- 
blies to reduce the number and cost of parts and to reduce the number of 
labor-intensive manufacturing met.hods. 

The program consists of 25 separate projects to redesign various compo- 
nents, but none of the projects was completed at t,he time of the low-rate 
production decision. Current schedules show that the redesigns will 
begin to be incorporat.ed in t.he second year of low-rate production: most 
of the redesigns will be incorporated during the third and fourth pro- 
duction years, which are the first 2 years of full-rate production. 

Functional Configuration When the program was restructured in 1985, the functional configura- 
Audit tion audit to ensure design completion was scheduled for November 

1986-5 months before the low-rate production decision then scheduled 
for April 1987. The latest schedule shows the audit is to be completed in 
October 1987-4 months after the June low-rate production decision. 
Program officials said that the audit had been delayed to ensure that 
sufficient test. dat,a will be available to confirm that the design and per- 
formance specifications have been met and that other aspects of devel- 
opment have been complet,ed. 
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Production Readiness During the final development phase, one or more reviews are normally 

Assessments 
conducted to assess a system’s readiness for production. These reviews 
involve many contractor and government personnel who review various 
aspects of production readiness, such as design maturity, adequacy of 
production engineering, production planning, and industrial resources. 
As of May 1, 1987, there had been five reviews at Hughes and two at 
Raytheon. 

The latest of these assessments concluded that design risk was “signifi- 
cant.” According to the current definition, this means that increased 
management at.tention is needed to ensure that production will not be 
disrupted. The report on the assessments pointed out. that (‘1) Raytheon 
deliveries may be delayed because of an incomplete or inaccurate data 
package from Hughes and (2) design changes in the missile may result in 
additional changes in the special production test equipment. The report 
also pointed out that further missile qualification and flight tests may 
uncover the need for even more design changes. 

Design Status a.t the 
Time of Full-Rate 
Production 

At the t.ime of the May 1989 full-rate production decision, the design 
should be more stable for several reasons. The decisiofi is to be made 
almost 1 year after t.he fulLscale development program is to be com- 
pleted. Also, by that time, the Air Force plans t.o have tested 15 full- 
capability (tape 4) missiles, and the government is to have accepted con- 
trol of the tape 3A drawings and technical data package. Finally, deliv- 
ery of missiles from the first year of low-rate production is scheduled to 
be near completion. However, at the time of the decision, only 3 of the 
25 producibility enhancement pro.jects are scheduled to be incorporated. 

Conclusions At the time of the low-rate production decision, AWULUI design risk was 
significant. The final tape 4 design was not complete. and the interim 
design selected for low-rate production was undergoing changes. Begin- 
ning production before the design has stabilized increases the risk that 
production will be disrupted, the system will not perform satisfactorily, 
and retrofit programs will be required. 

When the full-rate production decision is made, the design should be 
more stable but will still be undergoing changes. Development. will have 
been completed, including the full-capability design needed to meet. all 
performance requirements, and missiles from the first low-rate produc- 
tion year will have been delivered. However, most of the redesigns to 
enhance producibility will not yet be incorporated. 
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Tests Are Under Way but Not Complete 

, 
To meet the 1989 initial operational capability date, the Air Force , 
decided to begin .~MR.LW production before beginning tests of a full- , 
capability missile and before demonstrating the full performance of the 
interim design select.ed for low-rate production. Flight testing of the 
interim design is behind schedule, and many of the more difficult devel- / 
opment tests and almost all of the more realistic operational and combat I 
tests have not. yet been completed. 

I 
/ 

In 1986! the Congress mandated that certain capabilities be demon- 
strated before fiscal year 1987 funds appropriat.ed for low-rate produc- 
tion were expended. The first test that, could have satisfied the mandate 
was IIOC successful. The Air Force considered the second flight test of 
April 29, 1987, successful in meeting the congressional requirement; 
however, changes to the test were made that reduced the test’s realism 
and the risk of failure. 

At the time of the full-rate production decision, performance capabilities 
should be more fully tested. All development and initial operational 
tests using development missiles are to be complete by that time. How- 
ever, follow-on test and evaluation using full-capability production mis- 
siles, which ideally should be conducted prior to the full-rate production 
decision, are not scheduled to begin until January 1990-about 8 
months after the full-rate production decision. 

fill Performance Has At the time of the low-rat.e production decision, the Air Force had con- u 

Not Been 
ducted several flight tests of the interim design missile but had not 
flight-tested a full-capability missile. The contractor does not plan to I 

Demonstrated deliver the first missile with hardware and software needed t,o meet all j 
performance requirements until October 1987-4 months after the low- 
rate product.ion decision. E 

The major difference in the interim (tape 3-A) and full-capabi1it.y (tape 4) 
missiles is that the tape 4 missile will be able to counter certain elec- 

] 

tronic countermeasures. FVhile the interim design will not meet the full- i 
performance requirement, it is to have improved capabi1it.k over the \ 
Sparrow. These include higher speed and the ability to simultaneously 
engage multiple targets. , 

Interim Design Not, 
Fully Tested 

At the time of the low-rate production decision, the full performance 
required of the interim design was not fully demonstrated. Some per- 
formance criteria used for the decision are lower than, but. represent, 
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progress toward, .UIRAAM full-performance requirements. Many of the 
planned tests of the interim design have not yet been completed. 

J-)x+sinn Cri Decision Criteria Less The restructured AMRAAM program was reviewed by the Office of the 
SIJ lLl5jt Stringent Than Secretary of Defense. Based on this review, the Deputy Secretary of 

Performance neyi Performance Requirements Defense, in a memorandum dated October 25, 1985, required the Air 
Force to recommend decision criteria for the low-rat.e and full-rate pro- 
duction decisions. Most of the recommended performance criteria 
adopted by the Department of Defense for use in making the low-rate 
production decision were less demanding than the full-performance 
requirements. AhfRUhl documents specify 40 separate full-performance 
requirements. Nine of the lorv-rate production decision criteria were the 
same, 20 were less stringent, and 11 full-performance criteria were not 
included. 

Several of the 20 less demanding criteria involve critical performance 
parameters and, in some instances, the criteria do not give specific val- 
ues. For example, the criterion for multiple target attack is less than the 
minimum threshold established for acceptable performance. The crite- 
rion for the target discrimination requirement. permits some tests with- 
out. electronic countermeasures or in a very limited countermeasure 
environment. The decision criteria do not specify acceptable values for 
other important parameters. such as probability of kill and probability 
of guidance. The criteria for these areas are stated only as “acceptable 
progress” toward the full-performance requirements. 

Program officials said that the criteria for the low-rate production deci- 
sion had to be less stringent than full performance requirements because 
of concurrency in the program. The decision was scheduled 13 months 
before the completion of all development and initial operational tests 
and before sufficient data was available to ensure t.hat all requirements 
were met. 

h-ty Planned Tests Have The AMRUM test program is about 7 months behind the revised sched- 
Tot Been Completed ule. Delays were initially caused by contractor missile delivery problems 

and more recently by the nonavailability of various test resources such 
as delivery aircraft and targets. When the program was restructured, 
the revised flight test plan showed that 47 of the total 90 missiles to be 
flight tested were to be launched by May l? 1987. As of that date, how- 
ever, only 33 of the 47 missiles had been launched. The overall results 
showed that 23 of the launches were fully successful: 4 were partially 
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successful, 5 were unsuccessful, and 1 was considered a “no test.” 
Between May 1 and July 1, 1987, two more flight tests were conducted 
on June 5 and June 12. 19%‘, neit,her of which was fully successful. 

As shown in t.able 3.1, most of the tests conducted by May 1, 1987, had 
used tape 1, 2. or 3 software configurations. Only 10 of 22 planned tests 
of the tape 24 configuration had been completed. 

Table 3.1: Number of Tests Planned and 
Completed (as of May 1, 1987 I Developmental tests Operational tests Total tests 

Software Planned Actual Planned Actual Planned Actual -_ 
Tapes 1 2. anu 3 21 21 3 2 25 23 -- - ~~.~~~~~ 
Tape 3A (low-rate 

production 
mlsslle) 13 9 9 1 22 10 -- 

Total 34 3oa 13 i 47 33 

‘This tgure ~nc.ludes fwc~ lesls lhal wre repeated due to earlier fadures am one no-rest 

Difficulty Satisfying 
Congressional Mandate 

The fiscal year 1987 Defense Appropriations Act dat,ed October 30. 
1986, provided that. no funds could be obligated for initial .UW,UM pro- 
duction, with the exception of long-lead procurement. until t.he missile’s 
capability to engage a minimum of t.wo targets with two missiles on the 
same intercept in an electronic countermeasure environment had been 
successfully tested. 

The .WR,UM flight test schedule showed t.hat three tests were planned 
t.hat could demonstrate the capabilities required by t.he legislation. As of 
June 1, 1987, the Air Force had conducted two of the tests. 

The first test, conducted on February 20, 1987, wan not successful in 
meeting the requirements of the act. This was a developmental test 
under the cont.rol and direction of the AblRGihl program office. The test 
plan called for Lwo missiles t,o be fired at two targets flying close 
together. The primary purpose of this development test was to demon- 
strate the missiles’ abilities to select and guide to their targets in an elec- 
tronic countermeasure environment of chaff. 

In the test. one missile failed to guide to either target because the target 
were close together, and one missile guided to t.he wrong target because 
of an incorrect message from the launch aircraft. According to the pro- 
gram manager, a missile software problem was identified and correcter 
Two missiles with these changes were successfully tested on May 1, 

, 
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1987. Further tests are planned to more fully demonstrate that the prob- 
lem has been corrected. Aircraft software changes are also under way 
and are scheduled to be available before production missiles are 
delivered. 

The second test was to be a more demanding operational test under the 
control of the Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center. It , 
called for two missiles to engage two targets in an electronic counter- 
measure environment that included a self-screening jammer on one of \ 
the two targets, a sknd-off aircraft jamming the missile, and another 
stand-off aircraft jamming the launch aircraft’s radar. This was to be / 
the first operat.ional test involving two missiles and two targets. , 

Before conducting the second test, the Operational Test Center and the ? 
program office agreed to make certain changes because of difficulties in 
arranging the test resources. However, because the program office pro- 
posed additional changes that were not acceptable to the Test Center, 
the t.est was redesignated a developmental test under the control of the 
program office. Some of the program office’s changes improved the mis- 
siles’ probability of success. These are described below. 

. The Operational Test Center proposed deleting a planned maneuver t.hat 
increased the distance between the targets. The program office did not 
accept this proposal because the closer target spacing would require per- 
formance capabilities beyond those of the interim design missile. The 
program office, in the revised test, increased the separation between the 
targets to the originally planned distance. 

l The technical characteristics of the self-screening jammer were changed, 
thus increasing the probability that the missile would guide to the tar- 
get. The program manager said that it made the jamming more represen- 
tative of the threat.. 

l The jammer designed to disrupt the delivery aircraft radar was deleted 
during the final test rehearsal. The program manager stated that the 
jamrner was not required by the Appropriations Act. 

In addition, because of an aircraft software problem! the pilot had t.o 
implement a training launch procedure that he would not. use in combat. 
The program manager said that this was not a missile problem and t.hat 
the Warner-Robins Air Logist.ics Center is correcting it. 

The revised second test was completed on April 24, 1987, but was 
aborted after the missiles were loaded onto the delivery aircraft. Analy- 
sis revealed that a wire inside one of the missiles had been damaged 

, 
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when the missile’s fins were installed. Earlier, anot.het* wiring problem 
had been correcbed in this same missile because it had not passed ground 
tests to ensure that. the missiles were ready for launch. 

The revised second test was completed on Apt-11 29, 198’i. According to 
the Air Force, this test met the requirements of the Appropriations Act. 
One missile scored a direct hit on its target., and the other missile passed 
sufficiently close to its target to be considered a success. However, cer- 
tain problems were identified that would be unacceptable for low-rate 
production missiles. Air Forccb test officials rated the missile fired at the 
t.arget with the self-screening jammer as marginal in guidance and unac- 
ceptable in fuzing. (Fuzing detonates the warhead when it passes within 
the optimum lethal distance of the t.arget.‘) Air Forre program officials 
pointed out that these problems did not prevent the missile from guiding 
to within the warhead’s lethal radius. The program manager t.old us that 
the problems will be corrected before production starts, that corrective 
actions for the fuze problem are undtlr- way1 and that guidance problems 
are under investigation. 

The t.hird test. which was to be in .June, before the July contract award? 
has been rescheduled for October 1987. The Air Force has concluded 
that, since the second test was Judged successful, the third test is not 
needed to satisfy the I2ppropriations Act’s requirements. 

Operational Test 
Realism 

The Director of Defense Operational Test and Evaluation has not made a 
final judgment on the adequacy and realism of t.he total AMRUM test 
plan. Based on a preliminary assessment,. t.he Director approved planned 
t.est,s through the time of t.he low-rate production decision but has not 
yet assessed or approved many of the mot-e difficult and realistic tests 
scheduled to occur after the decision. 

Approval by the Director Department. of Defense Directive 5OOiI.3 requires the Director t.o 
of Operational Tests approve operational test plans. The AMRkwl Lest. plan provides for com- 

bined development and initial operational test.s. Development test.s are 
designed to ensure that specific performance paramet.ers have been 
achieved. Operational tests are designed t,o ensure that. the weapon will 
be effective in a realistic combat encirc~nment and t.har it can be oper- 
ated and maintained by militar)~ personnel. 

Based on preliminary; assessments of the XMKUM combined t.est plan, 
the Director provided interim appro\~~l of the plan in February 1987. 
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The approval was only for tests planned through the time of the low- 
rate production decision. The Director, with contractor support pro- 
vided by the Institute for Defense halysis, was continuing to assess t.he 
adequacy of the t.otal test plan. 

Realistic Tests After 
Production Begins 

\ 
, 

Many of the more difficult development tests and most. of the initial 
operational tests will occur after the low-rate production decision. 

At the t.ime of the low-rate production decision, nine development tests , 
using low-rate production design (tape 3A) missiles had been completed. 
Many of the more difficult development tests had not yet been con- 
ducted, including most of the electronic countermeasure and maneuver- 
ing targets tests. j 

When the low-rate production decision was made, only 1 of the 14 total 
tape 3A operational tests had been completed. At that time! 9 of the 14 
were planned to have been completed. As with the development tests, 
most of the more difficult operational tests were not completed before 
the low-rate production decision. The primary reason is the amount of 
concurrency between development and low-rate production. The low- 
rate production decision was made 13 months before the scheduled corn- 
pletion of development tests. Also, slippage of the flight test program 
has increased t.he amount of concurrency and the risk associated with 
the low-rate production decision. 

Test Status at the Current performance uncertainties and the large number of tests 

Time of the Full-Rate 
remaining t.o be completed make it difficult t.o project the missile’s status 
at the time of the full-rate production decision scheduled for May 1989. 

Production Decision However, if current problems are resolved and the schedules remain 
basically intact, more information on Ah!Rwl performance will be avail- ’ 
able at that time. 1 

At the time of the full-rate production decision, all development and ini- 
tial operational tests are scheduled to be completed, including 15 guided 
flight tests of full-ca.pability prot.otypes. These tests and the large 
number of simulated flight. tests will provide a large data base for 
assessing .UIIGLUI’S performance capabilities. 

Follow-on operational tests to validate initial assessments are to begin in 
January 1990-7 months after the planned full-rate decision to produce 
2,900 missiles and after t.he planned production of 810 low-rate missiles. 
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These tests are to use full-capability production missiles. Air Force offi- 
cials responsible for operational testing told us that these follow-on tests 
cannot begin earlier because the low-rate production missiles will not be 
the full-capability design. 

Conclusions At the time of the low-rate production decision, all MRA&S perform- 
ance requirements had not been demonstrated. The contractor had not 
delivered the first full-capability missile, and the full performance of the 
low-rate production design had not been demonstrated. The test. pro- 
gram is about 7 months behind schedule. A final judgment of the ade- 
quacy of the operational t.est plan has not been reached; however? many 
of the more difficult development, tests and almost all of the more realis- 
tic operational tests have not yet been completed. 

At the time of the full-rate production decision, development and initial 
operat.ional tests, including flight tests of 15 full-capability missiles, are 
scheduled to be complete. However, follow-on operational tests using 
full-capability missiles will not have begun. 
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There were a number of uncertainties about MU&L~M’S procurement 
costs at the time of the June 1987 low-rate production decision. The cost 
estimate is well documented; however, the out-year projections include a 
number of assumptions that collectively reduce confidence in the esti- 
mated amounts. Historically, similar assumptions for other major 
weapon system acquisitions have changed over time. Assumptions such 
as savings resulting from compet.it.ion and the cost of a performance 
warranty were based on e,xperience with other programs. Detailed esti- 
mates for AMRA~M have not been completed. 

Uncertainties at the 
Time of the Low-Rate 
Production Decision 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

The latest. available AMR~XM production cost estimate is $5.2 billion 
(1984 dollars) for 17: 123 missiIes (Air Force only) and $7.0 billion (1984 
dollars) for 24,335 missiles (combined Air Force and Navy). This esti- 
mate is based on an Independent Cost Analysis completed in December 
1984,q which included the following assumptions: 

Design modifications to enhance producibility will result in major cost 
reductions. 
Competitive procurement. will reduce costs by over $400 million in 1984 
dollars. 
Warranty costs will be similar to warranty costs for other programs and 
will eventually be absorbed by the contractor. 
Procurement funding will be stable. 
Ku’0 major missile design changes will occur over the next 11 years. 

At the time of the low-rate production decision, there was uncertainty 
about all of these assumptions. For instance, it was too early to assess 
the savings related to the .WM producibility enhancement program 
and competition. Also, decisions involving specific .MRMM performance 
warranty provisions had not been made. 

Producibility Savings When the MRAAM program was restructured in 1986, the Air Force 
established a producibi1it.y enhancement program to reduce missile pro- 
curement cost by making design changes to high-cost assemblies to (1) 
reduce the number of parts, (2) use less expensive components, and (3) 
use fewer labor-intensive manufacturing methods. For example, less 
expensive large-scale integrated circuitry is to replace most of the mis- 
sile’s hybrid circuitry. 

‘This estimate was updated for the low-rate production decision. but was not available at the time of 
our review 
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The Air Force estimates that the producibility enhancement program, 
composed of 25 proposed design changes, will save $1.6 billion in 1984 
dollars. However, the actual cost savings will not be known until the 
design changes have been selected and incorporated into the production 
program. The determination of which changes to incorporate will be 
based on updated cost and return on invest,ment analyses, which will be 
done after additional design and integration work is completed. 

Competition Savings The $7.0 billion estimate assumed that. competition will reduce procure- 
ment cost by $428 million (. 1984 dollars) after the investment required 
to establish Raytheon as a second production source is considered. This 
estimate was based on experience with other missile programs. Competi- 
tion for ~MR~AM production is to begin in the third production year--the 
first year of full-rate production. The t,wo low-rate production years are 
to be awarded noncompet.it.ively. The current estimate assumes that the 
costs of competing MTWPLM production will be fully recovered after 
10,000 missiles are produced. 

The accuracy of projected savings resulting from competition will not be 
known until competitive contracts are negotiated. A December 1984 
Independent Cost Analysis concluded, based on experience with other 
programs, that AMRAAM'S costs could decrease by an additional 6 percent 
if the contractors compete aggressively. If they do not, the analysis con- 
cluded that costs could increase by 9 percent. 

Performance Warranty Another area of uncertainty relates to warranty costs. The uncertainty 
results from relying on experience with other systems to project 
.uM-M’s warranty costs. A full-performance warranty for AMRAAM has 
not been defined. 

The $7.0 billion cost estimate included about $99 million for the war- 
ranty, assuming that it would cost about 5 percent of t,he missile’s hard- 
ware cost for the first three production years and then gradually decline 
until it reached 0 by the ninth year. The assumption was based on infor- 
mation about other syst.ems, which indicated that warranty costs ranget 
from 3 to 15 percent. of hardware costs and averaged 3 to 5 percent 
during the low-rate production years. Program officials told us that wal 
ranty costs are expected to decline as the syst.em matures; however, 
there is limited experience to support this assumption. 
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The cost of .WWW’S warranty cannot be estimated with confidence 
until the specific warranty provisions are defined and negotiated with 
the contractors. An Air Force study defining the elements of the per- 
formance warranty is expected to be completed early in 1988. A full- 
performance warranty is expected to be incorporated in the t.hird pro- 
duction year. 

Budget Profile The $7.0 billion estimate assumed a certain procurement budget and 
quantity profile beginning in fiscal year 1987. However, the 1987 
Defense Appropriations Act. reduced the .WWU fiscal year 1987 pro- 
duction funding and the fiscal year 1988 advance procurement funding. 
According to the program office, the funding reduct.ion will cause the 
estimat.e to increase because it lowered the number of missiles scheduled 
t.o be purchased during the early production years when savings from 
competition are expected to be the greatest. The program office cur- 
rently estimates that production cost will increase by $123 million to 
$7.123 billion in 1984 dollars. 

Although the total number of missiles planned for production remains 
unchanied, according to the ,4ir Force, the funding reductions will delay 
delivery of 583 production missiles until the tenth production year and 
delay achievement of a full-production rate by one year. Future congres- 
sional funding reduct,ions could have similar effects. 

1 

Stable Design Another assumption is that there will be no major design or model 
changes for 11 years. However, the Department of Defense has already 
endorsed a new advanced air-to-air missile seeker and signal processor 
that could be used on .U~R~AM. These components have recently success- 
fully completed laboratory flight tests. The next step will be t.o conduct 
a technology demonst rat.ion or incorporate the advanced comp0nent.s 
into the IZMRMI program. In either case, it is likely that one or both of 
these improved components will be included in .WW~ production 
within the next 11 years. 

Cost Status at the At the time of the full-rate production decision scheduled for May 1989, n 

Time of the Full-Rate 
the procurement cost estimate should be better defined, but some uncer- 
tainties will remain. Contract. negotiations for full-rate production in the 1 

Production Decision third production year will be under way. This third production year will j 
be the first year of competition and will include the til~til full- 
performance warranty. A majority of the tests and design reviews for y 
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I 

most of the producibility enhancement design changes should also be 
complete at that, time. 

, 

However. uncertainties about .WRUM’S producibility enhancements, 
budget funding levels, and design will still exist. At the time of the 
scheduled full-rate production decision. only three of the producibility 
enhancement design changes are to have been incorporat.ed into produc- 
tion. The remaining 22 changes are to be made in full-rate production, 
beginning in the third and fourth production years. Producibility 
enhancement projects, which account for 43 percent of the est.imated 
$1.6 billion saikgs, will begin to be incorporated in the fourth produc- 
tion year. 

Conclusions 
, 

At the time of the low-rate production decision, there were many cost 1 
uncertainties. Design changes needed to reduce earlier estimates by $1.6 \ 
biflion and to achieve the current estimates were under way; however, 
most. will not be ready for production until the third and fourth produc- 
tion years. Also, ot.her assumptions, such as savings from competition 1 
and the cost of performance warranties, had not been validated. In addi- 
tion. the assumed funding levels have not materialized and, as a result , 
of congressional funding cuts in fiscal year 1987, the procurement cost 
estimate will increase by $123 million in 1984 dollars. 1 

At the time of the full-rate decision, the procurement cost estimate 
should be better defined. However, cost uncertainties regarding / 
MWUUI’S producibility enhancement program and design will still exist. 
The potential effects of these and other uncertaint.ies, such as the 
assumption that a certain budget profile will be maintained, reduce con- 
fidence in the estimate’s accuracy. 

I 

j 
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